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fell. far below the perfection to which the mnemonist 
aspired. 

From th~ practical point of view, our experiments 
hardly prov~de a ready-made memory technology. There 
,nil be ObVIOUS complications if wo label some real Mr 
Read as a librarian when he is not . We are also aware 
that It may. be often diffic~lt to find effective labels. By 
contrast wIth the labonous procedures of "artificial 
mer~oI'Y": however, labels facilitate recall without any 
specIal effort on the subjects' part, so it would appear 
worth attempting to see whether the process can be 
extended. 
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Memory for Syntax 
:rHE d eep structure of a sentence, according to Chomsky', 
mcludes (I) a specification of its fundamental grammatical 
relatIOns, such as its "logical" subject and objcct; and (2) 
a senes of transformational "footnotes" indicating thc 
form taken by the actual sentence, for example, that it is 
passive . \Vhen a sentence is remembered verbatim, such 
"footnotes" seem to be separately and independently 
storcd', and to take up a detectable amount of space in 
short-term memory3. But they may be rapidly forgotten, 
as Sachs' has shown; and this is likely in ordinary dis
course, because utterances are not usually remembered 
yerbatim. 

B eCI1 11Se the grammatical relations inherent in deep 
structure Cl1n o~ten be reconstructed from the meaning of 
the sentence, It IS IIkcly that the relations, too, are rapidly 
forgottcn. It was therefore predicted that d ecp-structure 
relatIOns would be forgotten if subjects were unaware 
that their m emory was to be tested, but that they would 
not be forgotten if subjects expected the test. Subjects' 
expectatIOns, however, would have no effect on their 
memory for meaning. 

Two independent groups of subjects wcre told that 
theIr task was to make up two sentences continuing the 
theme of a short spoken passage. The members of the 
"memory" group (M) were also told that they would be 
gIven a memory test of one of the sentences in the passage; 
the "incidental" group (I) was given no such instruction. 
After listening to the tape-recorded passage, both groups 
were asked to select the sentence in the passage from a 
list of sentences presented to them. They were allowed, 
if necessary, to make up to four attempts. 

To test the hypothesis we obviously had to use sent ences 
whose meanin~s do not automatically enable the deep
structure relatIOns t o be reconstructed. The following 
test sentence was thereforc used: 

(I) John liked the painting and bought it from the 
duchess . 

'l:'his was the fourth sentence in the spoken passage, 
WhICh consisted of six sentences. The items in the recogni
tion test also included: 

(2) John liked the painting and the duchess sold it to 
him. 

(3) The painting pleased John and he bought it from 
the duchess. 

(4) The painting pleased John and the duchess sold it 
to him. 
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These four sentences are very similar in meaning yet 
they have quite. distinct deep structures; for exa~ple, 
John IS the sU~Ject ~f liked, but the object of pleased. 
The ~our remallllllg Items in the test h ad a different 
meanIng and were d.erived by interchanging J okn and 
the duchess and altenng the pronoun where appropriate 
(for e.xample, ,','The duch~ss liked the painting and John 
s~ld It to her ). The eIght sentenccs were used in six 
dlff~rent randomized orders for the recognition test. The 
subjects, twenty-four students at University College, 
London, were assigned in rotation to a group and to one 
of these hsts. They were tested individually. 

Seven subjects out of twelve in group M were correct 
on their first selection; two subjects out of twelve in 
group I were correct on their first selection. TIllS difference 
was significant (P<O'05; one-tailed, Fisher-Yates exact 
test) and was also reflectcd in the number of selections 
required to identify the test sentence (P < 0'03; one-tailed 
Mann-WhItney test). 

Subjects were also classified into those whose choices 
were all semantically correct and thosc who made at 
lea~t one semantic error. Although this was the most 
strlllgent test that could be devised, there was no reliable 
diffcrence between the groups. There were no semantic 
errors in group M, and only three subjects made semantic 
errors in group I. 

The results suggest that subjccts tend to retain syntax, 
and deep structure in particular, only if thev know that 
they are t<,J receive .0. memory test. This se~med to give 
rlso to a difference III recall strategy. Subjects who were 
correct on their first attempt picked out the sentence 
with little h esitation , and justified their choice because it 
"sounded right" (or words to that effect,). The other 
~ubj.ects took appreciably longer over their choiees, and 
JustIfied them on more semantic grounds. It is plausible 
that thc "memory" instructions led subjects to retain an 
acoustic trace of the sentcnce for longer than usual, per
haps by some form of rehearsal. 
~though the "conclusive" bought was apparcntly 

retallled better than the "non-conclusive" liked, this 
result may be caused by the limited nature of the mat
erials. It could also, however, be caused by a genuine 
difference in the semantic complexity of conclusive and 
non-conclusivc verbs. This sort of factor may also account 
for the differences in the memorability of "concrete" ancl 
"abstract" sentences·. 

The most striking result, however, was that a ftcr a 
short time (about 56 s) group I forgot the deep-structuro 
relations of the test sentence. This result, in conjunction 
wit.h Sachs's findings, suggest.s two a lternative conclusions: 
(I) once the meaning of a sentence has been grasped its 
syn~ax is usually forgotten completely; or (2) Chomsky's 
~o~lOn of d eep structure is a misleading guide to lingu
IstIC performance and should be replaced by something 
much closer to the meaning of the sentonce". It would 
then become impossible to remember meaning without 
remembering underlying structure. 

Is syntax remembered? The answer clearly depends 
upon the experimenter's conception of syntax and the 
subject's conception of the experimcntal task. 
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